
Timo Rissanen M&S's eco-factory is cited as an example of sustainable-
fashion transparency

As Parsons' first-ever professor of sustainability, Timo Rissanen
believes that sustainable fashion is only possible with a shift in
approach, whereby sustainable thinking is truly integrated into the
fashion-design process.

Key issues

Going green is not a fad; it must be placed at the core of design rather than seen as an
add-on

Fashion and sustainability should not be seen as an either/or decision; good design cannot
be neglected in the name of sustainability

Sustainability is best introduced via the supply chain. Focus should not be so concentrated
on sustainable fabrics

Sustainable fashion is less about bamboo fibres than about building relationships. Service
relationships with the customer, and maintain greater transparency across the supply
chain, from the manufacturer to the customer

Trained as a fashion designer, Timo Rissanen was recently appointed the
first-ever professor of sustainability at Parsons, New York. He believes that it's
important that a fashion school such as Parsons, with its reputation for strong
commercial ideas, to place sustainable design at the core of its design
programmes so that fundamental changes can happen in the future. WGSN
finds out more.

 

Practical changes can be made
Rissanen wants to move the sustainability conversation beyond eco-fibres.
"Materials have dominated the conversation because they are easy to grasp,"
he says. "The way that significant changes can be made is in the supply
chain."

For Rissanen, a siginificant problem is that sustainability is seen as something
that threatens to usurp design. "I think that sustainability is to see it as
important criteria for fashion design, but it's not more important than design,"
he explains.

How Rissanen thinks...
Large shifts in what fashion
design is and what fashion
designers do are likely over
the next decade or two. This
will be driven by new needs
of the global society.
Innovation, fashion's great
strength, needs to be
harnessed for these new
needs
A bit ofd: dirt will do a world
of goo laundering half as
much and laundering in cold
water are two easy things
we can all do
The 'green consumerism'
exemplified by countless
fashion blogs needs to
decouple the constant
acquisition of new things
from the satisfaction fashion
can bring
Technology is a tool in many
solutions, not a solution in
itself. Human creativity in
using technology is
important
The bottom line: fashion
should be beautiful and it
should be enjoyed - by
designers, manufacturers
and consumers
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Isabel Toledo's long-life
approach to fashion is an
attitude that more of the

industry should adopt

Rissenan believes that alteration services will be a big
area of growth

One of the biggest issues for Rissanen is fabric waste at the cutting stage of
design. He believes that pattern-making needs to be part of the design
process. "It's about readdressing what fashion design is," he says. "It's only
when the pattern pieces are on the fabric that we find out wastage. The
designer isn't a part of this process." Rissanen argues that incorporating
thinking on wastage means that the final design is decided later in the
process. "As a designer, you're trained to come up with the final design too
early ... Designers need to force themselves to be more open-minded about
the outcome."

Rissanen believes that designers should look to industry figures such as
Zandra Rhodes. "As a textile designer, she works in this way," he says. "Her
investment in the fabric means that she doesn't want any waste."

The lack of visibility that exists between the consumer and the manufacturing
process also needs to be addressed, says Rissanen. "We need to engage with
where clothing comes from ... I'm not of the opinion that the fashion industry
needs to pull out of India or China; it's just that manufacture must stop being
invisible. Once people start getting that clothes are made by people who need
to make a living, then I think things will change." This would shift thinking
from volume to value. "The era of cheap clothing will come to an end," he
says. "We need to start consuming less without impacting on economies."

Changing the mindset

 

Rissanen believes a huge obstacle for sustainability is psychological, because
sustainability is presented as an alternative. "People talk about sustainable
fashion as something entirely separate and distinct from 'regular' fashion
design," he says.

Rissanen believes that the way sustainable issues are taught at Parsons is
changing as a result. Instead of treating it as an optional discipline, modules
such as No-Waste Fashion, which focuses on avoiding wastage during the
design process, have become integrated into the Parsons fashion-design
programme.

A big problem is that sustainability advocates have often taken a preachy
stance, which is an instant turn-off for consumers. "We need to change the
mindset without pointing the finger," says Rissanen.

He references a conversation with Barneys fashion director Julie Gilhart, who
said that customers are still slightly suspicious of anything labelled organic. In
some cases, the company no longer promotes garments as such, but rather
as strong design statements. That's what attracts the customer to the clothes
in the first place. "If people promote things as green, then they are put off,"
says Rissanen. "Things still need to be beautiful."
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Moving towards a service culture
Key to Rissanen's argument is a shift from focusing on the product to the
services that support the process. "It's not about charity," he says. "There are
increased opportunities for incorporating altering or repair services within a
business." The empahasis therefore moves from the product to the add-on
services that surround it, and this is where value is created in a product. It
also puts high quality, rather high quantity, at the heart of the debate.
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